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Abstract 
 
In recent years the number of vehicles on the roads has been increasing tremendously. This 
higher traffic density is making traffic safety a challenge. Wireless technology can provide a safe 
and secure driving environment through inter-vehicle communication. Inter-vehicle 
communication systems, where vehicles exchange information with each other, have become an 
important facilitator to decrease traffic accidents and improve capacity of highways.  
 
Our main objective of this thesis is to measure the conflict risk and then on the basis of this risk 
allocate the slots for future communication. These vehicles can either be moving in the same 
direction or in other directions (opposite or different). In this system all the vehicles are equipped 
with a transceiver, Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receiver, a communication 
processor and a database. The transceiver is used for transmitting and receiving broadcast 
messages to and from the other nearby vehicles. The GNSS is used for the calculation of the 
vehicle’s own location, direction and to get accurate time information from GPS signals. The 
communication processor is responsible for all the communication and efficient utilization of 
shared radio resource. The database storage will maintain the history of the degree of the conflict 
risk involved between the two vehicles. The radio channel is shared among all the vehicles and 
each vehicle is capable of sending messages containing its location, direction and speed 
information to the other nearby vehicles in its vicinity. After receiving these messages other 
vehicles in the broadcast domain of first vehicle will calculate the degree of the risk for possible 
conflict. For the data transmission the vehicles will use a variant of SOTDMA technique in which 
slot reservation is based on the priority set by the calculated degree of conflict risk. VANET used 
in this project is independent of the road side fixed infrastructure for the maintenance and 
management of the vehicular ad hoc network.  
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1. Introduction 
 
 The development in automobile vehicle industry has increased to a greater extent than ever 
before. This rapid development of automobiles is increasing the number of vehicles on the road 
day by day. The number of vehicles is increasing faster than the number and capacity of roads 
which also leads to the problem of traffic jams. As the vehicle density on the road increases, it 
also raises the probability of traffic accidents and congestion on the roads. Due to lack of proper 
road safety, death tolls and injuries have become one of the largest problems facing the world 
community. According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration there are about 
43,000 people killed in fatal car accidents each year in the United States [26]. There were nearly 
6,420,000 auto accidents in the United States in 2005. The financial cost of these crashes is more 
than 230 Billion dollars. 2.9 million people were injured and 42,636 people killed. About 115 
people die every day in vehicle crashes in the United States -- one death every 13 minutes [26]. 
Although recently developed vehicles are equipped with some passive safety systems such as air 
bags and belt tensioners that can insure the survival of the drivers in traffic accidents at low 
velocity these safety measures do not help in reducing the number of road accidents. In spite of 
such passive safety systems driving the vehicles is a very dangerous task. It is observed that in 
most cases the traffic accidents, congestions and other associated problems are due to driver’s 
inability to negotiate complex traffic situations successfully [1]. On highways it is difficult for the 
drivers to judge precisely the location and velocity of nearby vehicles due to limited visual sense. 
Researchers have stated that the majority of rear-end collision accidents could be avoided if a 
warning message is provided to the driver within 0.5 seconds of a potential accident [2]. The 
automobile industry is investing a great deal of resources to ensure the reduction of road 
accidents and some researchers have come up with a number of telematics applications which 
help the drivers to reduce the risk for road accidents. 
 
The main idea in this project is to design a model similar to the one implemented in air traffic 
control systems in order to increase road safety by providing the updated real time information to 
the drivers traveling on highways. Each individual vehicle is able to transmit and receive data 
packets to and from other vehicles. The data packets containing floating car data like location, 
direction and velocity are transmitted in periodical as well as non periodical way. Each vehicle is 
assumed to have a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receiver which uses Conventional 
Differential GPS (DGPS). This project is divided into two phases. In first phase the actually 
conflict risk of the participating vehicles is measured. The conflict risk is measured using floating 
car data like speed, direction location and road condition. First we estimated the conflict time and 
then this conflict time along with frictional resistance is used to measure the conflict risk. In 
second phase we investigated different communication schemes suitable for our project and at the 
end we proposed that SOTDMA based communication scheme with slight modification in its slot 
reservation mechanism is suitable for our project. Instead of static slot allocation in SOTDMA a 
priority based slot allocation is proposed. The priority is set on the basis of conflict risk. By 
sharing the reliable and fast exchange of real-time and safety-relevant data between vehicles, the 
range of awareness of the vehicle and its driver can be increased significantly compared to 
systems that are using unilateral perception of the radar sensors and video sensors [3]. 
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1.1 Vehicle Conflict Problem 
 
Due to the increasing traffic density of fast moving vehicles, traffic accidents are a significant 
problem all over the world. To control/reduce traffic accidents it is important to measure and 
resolve the conflict risks that are a cause to the traffic accidents. It is a fact that we can save our 
vehicles from a significant proportion of serious traffic accidents by providing information about 
conflict risks to the driver a few seconds prior to the accident event. By informing the drivers in 
advance about any conflict event, drivers are in a better position to take evasive action and thus 
the rate of traffic accidents can be reduced.  The conflict risk can arise between fast moving 
vehicles in following different critical cases. 
 
1.1.1 Case 1 : Vehicles moving in the same direction 
 
In this case there is no chance of head-to-head conflict risk between vehicles, but there is a high 
chance of front to back conflict risk if vehicles are on same lane and if 
a)    Vehicles are moving with different velocities and especially when successor vehicle is      
       moving slower than predecessor vehicle. 
b)   Vehicles are moving with same velocities but some technical fault (such as a tyres puncture,    
       failure of brakes etc.) has occurred in successor vehicle. 
 

 
 
Figure 1.1: shows case 1 that vehicle going in same direction have possibility of collision. Arrows in the figure 
represent there communication with each other to avoid collision. 
 
1.1.2 Case 2 : Vehicles moving in the opposite direction 
  
In this case there is no chance of head to trunk/tail conflict risk between vehicles, but there is a 
high chance of head-to-head conflict risk which is potentially dangerous if 
a)    Vehicles are moving in the same lane at any velocity in opposite direction but approaching     
       each other. In this situation there is a higher degree of conflict risk.  
b)   Vehicles while changing their lane improperly have a high degree of conflict risk from both  
       the front and backward directions. 
 

 
 
Figure 1.2: showing the collision possibility in case 2. Arrows in figure represent vehicle communication with each 
other in order to avoid collision. 
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1.1.3 Case 3 : Vehicles moving in different directions 
 
 In this case there can be a head-to-head or front to tail collision. In this case, vehicles are neither 
moving in the same direction nor in the opposite direction but vehicles are moving in different 
directions according to the road structure. The road structure may be: 
a)      A point from where multiple roads join. 
b)     A point on highway where a link or a secondary road joins a highway. The link road may be  
         at any angle such as 30º, 45º, 90º or 120º etc with the highway. 
 

 
 
Figure 1.3: showing the collision possibility in case 3. Arrows in figure represent vehicle communication with each 
other in order to avoid collision. 
 
1.1.4 Case 4:  Vehicles moving across multi-way intersections 
 
The multi-way intersection means that an intersection may be 2-way, 3-way, 4-way or more 
ways. On multi-way intersections there is always a  significant risk for conflict between the 
vehicles while crossing the multi-way intersections coming from various possible directions. 
Therefore in multi-way situations, the drivers have to take more care depending upon the 
structure of the intersections. 
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Figure 1.4: showing the collision possibility in case 4. Arrows in figure represent vehicle communication with each  
other in order to avoid collision. 
 
In order to overcome fatal traffic accidents, the conflict risk of fast moving vehicles in the above 
mentioned critical cases must be measured and resolved. The degree of conflict risk also depends 
strictly on road structure and status. Icy, slippy, rainy and hilly roads have the highest degree of 
conflict risk as compared to dry and plain roads.     
 
1.2 Communication Resource Allocation Problem 
 
In a VANET every vehicle transmits and receives data packet to/from the shared wireless 
medium, but if the vehicle density on the road increases or frequency of information exchange 
among the vehicles increases then the probability of successful reception of packets will decrease. 
So there should be a mechanism which should divide this shared resource among the vehicles 
according to their need and requirement. There are different techniques which can be used for 
accessing the shared medium. One of these techniques is CSMA/CA which is used in 802.11 
based WLAN. In this technique whenever a station wants to transmit it first listens to the channel 
for predetermined amount of time so as to check for any activity/transmission on the channel. If it 
is sensed idle then it starts transmitting but if the channel is sensed busy then it waits for random 
interval. CSMA/CA requires Request to Send (RTS) packet sent by the sender and Clear to Send 
(CTS) packet by intended receivers. As we are working with broadcast domain it is not possible 
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to it send and receive RTS and CTS messages. There is another scheme called TDMA which 
divides the channel among the participating stations fairly by dividing it into time slots and then 
allocates these slots to each station according to their needs but problem with this technique is 
this that it requires fixed and centralized infrastructure for maintenance of network topology and 
channel allocation. The technique which best suits for this project is a slightly modified version 
of TDMA which is called Self Organizing TDMA (SOTDMA). As the name shows it is a self 
organizing which makes it independent of the fixed infrastructure. So for this project we will do a 
slight modification in SOTDMA so that the communication among the stations could be 
prioritized and slot allocation could be dynamic. The communication priorities would be set using 
the conflict risk. i.e. vehicles with greater conflict risk should communicated with each other 
more often than the vehicles with lesser conflict. So our goal in this project is not only to measure 
the conflict risk but also to use that to allocate the future transmission slots accordingly. 
 
 
1.3 Problems to be solved 
 
The measurement of vehicle conflict risk along with resource allocation based on this conflict 
risk, as mentioned above for various critical cases is the main problems that we are aiming to 
solve in this project. In measuring conflict risk, the most common measure is the conflict time, 
which is the time taken by two vehicles to collide with each other if they continue to move on 
their current path with the same speed. We will first estimate the conflict time using distance 
between the interacting vehicles, their stopping time, directions and velocities and  then we will 
move on to measure the conflict risk by using the frictional resistance between the surface of road 
and tyres of the vehicles. Each vehicle gets velocity, direction and location of other vehicles 
through the broadcast messages during intercommunication with other vehicles. Once the conflict 
is measured then future communication among the vehicles will be based on it. 
 
Following are the questions which will be discussed and solved in our project. 
 

1. How the conflict time and vehicles conflict risk can be measured? 
2. What will be the degree of conflict?  
3. How can the measured conflict be resolved? 
4. What communication scheme do we need for data transmission? 
5. How the measured conflict risk can be used to allocate the transmission slots? 
 

 
1.4 Goals 
 
The goal of this project is to study already existing solutions and come up with our own 
recommendations in order to measure vehicle conflict risk and slot allocation as to enable its 
resolution, to control traffic accidents and other traffic related problems that are becoming very 
harmful to human life especially when traveling on main highways. The conflict risk will be 
measured using different parameters such as conflict time, stopping time, location, direction and 
speed of vehicles and road conditions. Vehicles use all these parameters in broadcast messages to 
communicate in close proximity to each other. After measuring the conflict risk precisely and 
instantly, it will become easier to warn the drivers in advance to avoid from traffic accidents 
when they cross multi-way intersections, U-turns or a location where multiple roads join.  
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Initially the system will be implemented to measure the conflict risk on main highways and then 
after it will be extended for roads in rural areas in the future. The rest of the thesis is described as 
follows, in section 2 related work is described, section 3 consists of communication environment, 
section 4 explains the measurement of the different parameters that are used to measure the risk 
of the conflict, in section 5 utilization of conflict risk driven resources has been described, section 
6 consists of the conclusion and future work. The proposed solution is verified with the help of an 
example described in Appendix. The results obtained from research work are supported by 
simulation. The Matlab tool is used for simulation because it provides a number of functions for 
mathematical calculations like distance, conflict time and conflict risk. 
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2. Related Work 
 
In this section we will present major projects which are ongoing or already implemented as traffic 
safety systems. We will present each of these projects in the following subsections. 
 
2.1 CAR TALK 2000 
 
CARTALK 2000 is a European project launched in August 2001 as a three year project funded 
by European Commission within the IST Cluster of the 5th framework. The consortium is 
coordinated by DaimlerChrysler AG and next to TNO Automotive and the TNO institute of 
Applied Physics consisting of Centro Ricerche Fiat (CRF), Siemens ICN, Robert Bosch GmbH 
and the University of Stuttgart and Cologne. Its main objective is to develop driver assistance 
systems which are based on inter-vehicle communication using self- organizing ad-hoc radio 
network as a communication basis with the aim of preparing a future standard [4], [5].  
For the assistance system the main objectives are:  
 
1.  Assessment of today’s and future applications for cooperative driver assistance systems.  
2.  Development of new fusion techniques. i.e. development of new algorithms and software  
      structures.                            
3.  Testing and demonstrating assistance functions in vehicles in real world traffic  
      scenarios. 
 
In order to achieve suitable communication systems, algorithms with highly dynamic network 
topologies for radio ad-hoc networks are developed and their prototypes are also tested. There are 
three ways in which CARTALK 2000 distinguishes the application cluster: 

 
• Information and Warning Functions 
• Communication-based longitudinal control systems 
• Co-operative Assistance Systems 

 
Information and Warning Functions 
 
An information signal is transmitted to indicate traffic density, road conditions, vehicle 
breakdown or road accident etc. This early warning information allows drivers who are coming 
on the same road to take their respective precautionary measures. 
 
Communication-based longitudinal control systems 
 
At TNO a co-operative vehicle collision detection and avoidance system has been developed 
which helps drivers in the longitudinal control of the vehicle. Warnings based on acceleration, 
velocity and inter-vehicle headway data are generated to trigger both driver and automatic vehicle 
in early breaking or any other precautionary actions. It is tested in vehicles using line-of-sight 
infrared communication.  
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Co-operative Assistance Systems 
 
Co-operative Assistance Systems are useful in the highway entry or merging points, as 
misunderstandings at the highway entry or merging points can lead to severe accidents.  
In this system the nodes are fast moving cars and in order to achieve the suitable communication 
system for this highly dynamic network topology CARTALK has modified the following three 
network topologies: 
 

1. UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Time Division Duplex (UTRA-TDD) 
 

 In order to satisfy the CARTALK 2000 requirements a new scheme named Reliable R-ALOHA 
(RR-ALOHA) protocol has been defined. Based on this protocol, an Ad-Hoc MAC is designed 
by modifying UTRA-TDD which will operate on time-slotted channel and will implement 
dynamic TDMA scheme. 
 

2. Narrow band communication using the SRD (Short Range Device) band 869,4 – 
869,65MHz 

 
A large communication zone is required to give drivers enough reaction time to act according to 
the situation given by an Information and Warning Function (IAW), so SRD is a good choice for 
the CARTALK 2000 application.  
 

3. WLAN 
 
WLAN is considered as a good choice for the realization of demonstrators’ prototypes [5].  
Beside the ISO OSI layer communication hardware, designing, implementation and 
standardization of a routing protocol for the inter-vehicle communication is also included in 
communication system. According to the nature of the system it has been decided that a 
completely decentralized routing protocol is required because it will give high robustness with no 
infrastructural cost.  
 
2.2. DEMO 2000 
 
Two organizations, the Mechanical Engineering Laboratory in Tsukuba, Japan and the 
association of Electronic Technology for Automobile Traffic and Driving have jointly 
demonstrated the cooperative driving assistance system DEMO 2000. The main objective of this 
project has been to examine the feasibility and potential of the technologies for the cooperative 
driving with automated vehicle and inter-vehicle communication [6]. The automated vehicles are 
linked together through inter-vehicle communication. In DEMO 2000 a short-range 
communication protocol called Dedicated Omni-purpose Inter-Vehicle Communication Linkage 
Protocol for Automated Highway (DOLPHIN) was used in 5.8 GHz DSRC designed for 
dedicated use in demonstration. To access the medium Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) is 
used. The cooperative driving system in the DEMO 2000 consists of 5 automated vehicles, each 
of which is equipped with laser radar for obstacle detection, inter-vehicle distance measurement, 
differential GPS for localization, an on-board display unit and inter-vehicle communication unit.  
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2.3 Fleet Net 
 
The project Fleet Net is an innovative German project undertaken by six companies and several 
research institutes. The main objective of this project is to develop an inter-vehicle 
communication platform for the cooperative driver assistance, floating car data applications and 
internet communication services [7]. Fleet Net integrates two emerging technologies – mobile ad-
hoc networking and internet through the development of mobile internet for communication 
among vehicles. 
 
Fleet Net air interface is based on UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Time Division Duplex 
(UTRA-TDD). The reasons for using UTRA-TDD as a communications medium are asymmetric 
data flows, high velocities and high transmission range. It supports both circuit switching as well 
as packet switching [7]. Its Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) component can provide a 
high transmission rate up to 2 Mbps [8]. The UTRA-TDD technology is a centralized fixed 
network structure. In order to turn this centralized fixed structure into a highly dynamic ad-hoc 
network, the modification of a Network Protocol is required.  
 
The project Fleet Net uses an unlicensed frequency band between the ranges from 2010 to 2020 
MHz in Europe. Fleet Net Services and Applications are divided into three categories [7]. 

• Cooperative Driver-Assistance Applications (Safety-related Applications). These 
applications exploit the exchange of the broadcast data among all the vehicles in the 
range. It could be an emergency notification relating to road conditions or early braking 
e.g. in case of an accident or if the driver presses the brakes too hard then an emergency 
notification will be sent to all the vehicles in range. Other sub-areas of driver assistance 
are passing assistance, security warnings and coordination of vehicles entering the same 
lane.  

 
• Local Floating Car data Applications. This service is based on the service centers which 

distribute periodic data such as position, speed or road conditions among the vehicles.  
  
• User Communication and Information Services. These services are based on TCP/IP or 

UDP/IP. It covers a wide range of applications for Fleet Net nodes such as marketing, 
games, web surfing and online music. A high bandwidth is required for these services. 
The communication range depends upon the location of the communicating partner [7]. 

   
2.4 Trafficmaster 
 
Trafficmaster is a UK based component, founded in 1988. It is an established technology 
focusing on satellite navigation and digital traffic navigation [9]. Trafficmaster operates the most 
accurate, dynamic and comprehensive traffic monitoring network in the UK. It works on a range 
of technologies from GPS and mobile telecommunications to server-based and embedded 
software. The traffic information provided by Trafficmaster can be used by satellite navigation 
system to provide dynamic routing. It allows drivers to avoid traffic jams by selecting alternative 
routes. It uses a globally accepted broadcasting standard called Radio Data System- Traffic 
Message Channel (RDS-TMC). It broadcasts information over the RDS sub carriers on FM radio. 
It uses commercial radio stations to transmit its data via 88 separate transmitters across UK. The 
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encoded data are decoded by vehicle satellite navigation system and provides route or navigation 
information as verbal or visual message. Traffic information is supplied to vehicles after every 
three minutes which ensures that each user has the most updated traffic information. The real 
time traffic information is derived from continuous data supplied by a network of 7,500 sites 
which monitor road traffic 24 hours a day, 365 days a year [9].  
 
These sensor sites consist of: 

• Fixed infrared sensors mounted on motorway over-bridges. 
• Passive target flow measurements “Blue Pole” cameras, installed on the roadside on 

trunk roads.  
 

Currently Trafficmaster has three main categories of products: 
1. Navigation. Trafficmaster developed an application called SMARTNAV which is an 

advance satellite navigation system which provides better journey management. It helps in 
eliminating the stress of getting lost, with the added benefit of integrated live traffic 
information [11].  

 
2. Tracking. The vehicle tracking product of the Trafficmaster is named as RAC Trackstar 

Plus which is installed in such a way that it integrates with the car's existing immobilizer 
system. Immobilizer systems are designed to recognize signals sent from a transponder 
located inside the ignition key: consequently modern cars shouldn't start unless the correct 
key is used [10]. 

 
3. Traffic. Following is the list of the traffic products developed by Traffic Master. 

 
a. RDS TMC 
b.  Trafficmaster Monitor 
c. Trafficmaster YQ2 
d. Oracle/messenger 
e. Trafficview 
f. Trafficmaster.net 
g. Mobile Traffic Information Services 

 
2.5 CLARION 
 
CLARION Corporation of America is a US based company which has a vast business domain. 
One of its products is inter-vehicle communication system. This communication system for 
Intelligent Multimode Transit System (IMTS) uses spread spectrum wireless communication 
technology for the automated control of multiple vehicles. Information such as the speed and 
position of the vehicles is transmitted by the transceivers installed on each vehicle [12]. It is a 
cheap solution because of its less investment for infrastructure and lower running cost. At the 
moment this technology is installed in the amusement park in Awajishima to control the shuttle 
bus service within the park. 
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2.6 CAR2CAR 
 
The Car2Car communication consortium is a non-profit organization initiated by European 
vehicle manufacturers, which is open for suppliers, research organizations and other partners 
[13]. The main objectives of this consortium are to create and establish industrial standards for 
the inter-vehicle communication using wireless LAN components and develop the active safety 
applications. Car2Car is using IEEE 802.11 as a radio system for communication. All the vehicles 
in the communication range (within a few hundred meters) automatically form a multi-hop ad-
hoc network. The routing algorithm is based on the position and speed of the vehicles so it is able 
to accommodate all the topological changes occur due to the change in these two factors.  
Car2Car applications will mainly involve the following three areas: 
 

• Advance Driver Assistance. Designing and development of active safety applications 
• Decentralized Floating Car Data 
• User Communication and Information Services 

  
2.7 Cooperative Vehicles and Infrastructure Systems (CVIS) 
 
Cooperative Vehicles and Infrastructure Systems (CVIS) is a European Commission project, 
started in February 2006, and is due to end in January 2010. This project has aim to design, 
develop and test road safety applications for the vehicles using the road side infrastructures. 
CVIC allows drivers to influence the traffic control system directly and gives the guidance to 
reach the destinations with the alternative routes depending upon the road condition and traffic 
density. In this project road sign information such as speed limits, weather alerts and other 
warning signs will be sent to the vehicles wirelessly. The results of the application test will be 
tested in seven different European countries.  The main objectives of this project are [14]: 
 

• development of standards for the vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure 
communication. 

• bringing more accuracy in the vehicle positioning and generation of more dynamic and 
accurate local maps using satellite navigation and other latest methods of location 
referencing. 

• new systems for cooperative traffic and network monitoring for use, both in vehicle and 
roadside infrastructure, to detect incidents immediately. 

• a range of cooperative applications for traffic management, mobility services and driver 
assistance. 

• development of toolkits to address key deployment.  
 
2.8 SAFESPOT  
 
SAFESPOT is an integrated research project co-funded by European Commission. The main 
objective of this project is to investigate how intelligent vehicles and intelligent roads can 
cooperate to produce a breakthrough in road safety [15]. This project is divided into eight sub-
projects, which are as following: 
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                                                                                                                                  Related Work 
  

1. SP 1 SAFEPROBE –In Vehicle sensing and platform  
 
The main objective of this sub-project is the development of inter-operable vehicle probing 
system, as a source of safety related information [15].  
 
2. SP 2 INFRSENSE – Infrastructure sensing and platform 
 
This sub-project focuses on infrastructure based sensing so that vehicle safety could be 
increased.  
 
3. SP 3 SINTECH – Innovative Technologies 
 
The main tasks to consider in this sub-project are: 
 

• to develop highly accurate and reliable localization system 
• temporary but dynamic and quick maps for the safety applications 
• vehicle-to-vehicle ad-hoc networking 

 
4. SP 4 SCOVA – Cooperative Systems Applications Vehicle based 
 
The objective of this subproject is the collection of needs and requirements, to design and 
develop safety applications based on cooperative system. 
  
5. SP 5 COSSIB – Cooperative Safety Systems Infrastructure Based 
 
The aim of this sub-project is to specify and develop a set of co-operative safety systems 
appropriate for road scenarios in which there is an emphasis based on the contribution of 
roadside equipment. 

 
6. SP 6 BLADE – Business Models, Legal Aspects and Deployment 
 
The main objective of this project is to "pave the road" from the experiment and test made 
within the SAFESPOT IP to the real life. The main objective is development of a deployment 
program for the IP-results to reach the overall goal of the IP. 

 
7. SP 7 SCORE – SAFESPOT Core Architecture 
 
Main objective of SP7 – SAFESPOT Core Architecture (SCORE) is the definition of a 
System Core Architecture to be used as a reference across Europe for both the development of 
new ITS safety services and the development of applications increasing the ITS traffic 
efficiency [15]. 
 
8. SP 8 HOLA – Horizontal Activities 
 
The aim of this sub-project is the overall coordination of the IP via the project management, 
undertaken by Centro Ricerche Fiat, and via the support of the core group activities [15]. 
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3 Communication Environment 
 
In this chapter the overall structure of the communication network and basic functionalities are 
discussed. In order to calculate the vehicle conflict measure, the exchange of the information 
(position and speed) among involved vehicles is necessary. Using broadcasting in the vehicles 
neighborhood, the information can be used by all the vehicles in the vicinity which will assist 
drivers to take the appropriate action.  
 
3.1 Structure of vehicle ad hoc network 
 
In this project it is assumed that there are several small communication networks consisting of 
fast moving vehicles in a highway scenario. Every vehicle does not need to communicate with all 
other vehicles on the highway or in its vicinity. A vehicle will communicate with only those 
which are in its broadcast domain. The typical VANET scenario can be viewed in the following 
figure 3.1 below:  
 

 
 

Figure 3.1(a): Vehicle Network with satellite support 
 

In this system all the vehicles are equipped with a transceiver, a Global Navigation Satellite 
System (GNSS) receiver, a communication processor and database. The transceiver is used for 
transmitting and receiving broadcast messages to and from nearby vehicles. The GNSS is used 
for the calculation of vehicle own position and getting accurate time information from GPS 
signals [16]. This accurate time information can be used to divide the shared radio channel into 
frames and slots. The communication processor is responsible for all the communication and 
efficient utilization of shared radio resource. The database storage will maintain the history of the 
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degree of the risk involved between the two vehicles. i.e. it will keep the record of each vehicles’ 
exact position at a particular time along with the degree of risk of collision in the broadcast 
domain. Block diagram of hardware used in vehicle is shown in the following diagram. 
 
 

e

 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1 (b): Hardware used in the vehicles 
 
3.2 Broadcast domain 
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Figure 3.2: Broadcast Domain 
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scheme. The communication processor in the vehicle hardware is responsible for managing the 
time frames and slots. This slot management will show the current status (reserved or free) and 
future intensions of the time slots. According to the SOTDMA transmission schedule, a vehicle 
will allocates time slots for its communication from the available free time slots and when it will 
broadcast data it will not only send the position, velocity and time information but it will send its 
future communication intensions as well [16]. So after receiving this packet, each vehicle in the 
broadcast domain of this vehicle will update their slot reservation in the slot management table.    
 
    The radio channel can be shared by dividing it into time slots by using Time Division Multiple 
Access technique and these time slots make a repeatable time frame. Vehicles can transmit their 
data using these time slots. In the SOTDMA scheme, all the participating station can allocate and 
de-allocate the time slots and resolve other conflicts by themselves [16] which make the whole 
system independent of any external agent or base station for resolving conflicts and 
synchronization of transmission.  
 
Let us suppose there are three vehicles A, B and C which are sharing a broadcast domain. Now 
vehicle A transmits its data using the current slot and reserves a free time slot for the next 
transmission. When the other two vehicles (B and C) receive this packet carrying data and future 
transmission intensions of vehicle A, they will mark this time slot as a reserved in their slot 
management table and will try not to use this slot in future. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
                             TDMA Frames 

                          

Vehicle A 

Vehicle C 

Vehicle B 

                          

Future Slot 
Reservation  

 
                                                
Figure 3.3: Transmission Schedule for Multiple Vehicles. 
 
3.4 TDMA functionality on MAC Layer 
 
The MAC layer is a sub layer of the data link layer in the layered protocol hierarchy which 
performs functions and procedures necessary for data communication among multiple stations in 
a network. It performs access control on the radio link and resolves conflicts as well. It ensures 
reliable and efficient data transmission. In this project, the SOTDMA scheme is used in MAC 
layer, where radio channel is shared according to the principles of TDMA.  
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3.4.1 TDMA time synchronization 
 
The synchronization of the SOTDMA is fully dependent on accurate timing information which 
can be obtained from the Global Navigation Satellite System. Although SOTDMA scheme can 
synchronize with other timing sources as well but in this project we consider only GNSS as time 
source. A station equipped with GNSS receiver has access to UTC time therefore all stations use 
the UTC time as primary time source. In general most of the GNSS have an accuracy of 400 ns 
[19]. When a station loses access to UTC then it can synchronize itself with an on-board clock. 
 
3.4.2 Frame structure 
 
In a TDMA system the communication channel is divided into set of fixed length time slots 
which makes a frame and these frames are continuously repeated [18], [19]. The frame length in 
this project is taken as 5 seconds and this frame is divided into 200 slots so it means that the 
duration of each slot would be 25 milliseconds. Each station can use this slot to transmit its data. 
The index of the slots will start from 0 and the index of the last slot would be 199. 
 
 <-----------------5 Seconds-------------------> <----------Next Frame---------->   

…… 0 ….. … 199 0 …. 199 0 ….. 

   25 ms       
 

Figure 3.4.2: TDMA Frame Structure 
 
3.4.3 Slot synchronization 
 
Slot synchronization is very critical in SOTDMA scheme. Each participating station must know 
the start and end of each slot and also this that which slot is currently being used. It ensures that 
two slots are not overlapping with adjacent slots [17]. 
 
3.4.4 Slot identification 
 
In a frame, slots are indexed from 0 to 199. First slot has index 0 and last slot has index 199.It 
continuously repeats from 0 to 199. The current slot will be known from frame start time. Here it 
is assumed that all the frames are synchronized therefore all the stations are in same current slot.  
 
3.4.5 Slot state 
 
In SOTDMA, a station checks the status of any slot before reserving it. At a given time a slot can 
be in one of the following four states. 
  

• Free It means that slot is free and is not being used by any station in the broadcast 
domain. This slot can be used as a candidate slot for the slot selection process. 

• Internal allocation It means that slot is reserved by the station for its own transmission. 
• External allocation It means that slot is reserved by another station within the broadcast 

zone. So it is not wise to use this slot. 
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• Available It means that slot is reserved by a distant station. It is possible to use a slot if it 
fulfills the slot reuse condition (see section 2.6.1). 

 
3.4.6 Intentional slot reuse 
 
If there are not enough available candidate slots in candidate slot list then the slots can be 
intentionally reused from the slots which are reserved with in Selection Interval (SI). There are 
two principles and one condition which guide this implementation. 
 

• Round robin According to this principle a station can use that slot within the selection 
Interval which is reserved by the most distant station. 

• Co-channel interference (CCI) protection This principle is based on the relative distance 
among the stations. Basically it depends upon the successful discrimination of desired 
stations when they are in radio range and able to listen each other. In FM/GMSK 
modulation, a station can discriminate desired signal until signal to interference ratio is at 
least 5 dB.  

• Condition  The additional condition is this that the station should be excluded for further 
slot intentional slot reuse for one frame time, if that station was chosen for intentionally 
slot reuse in last frame period [17]. 

 
3.4.7 Candidate Slot 
 
A slot is selected from the set of candidate slots in the selection interval (SI). This set is a 
combination of at least four free slots inside the selection interval. In order to restrict stations for 
selecting same slot, the condition of four free slots is placed. All available candidate slots have 
same probability of being selected. If there are less than four available slots then we can use one 
reserve slot by using the intentional slot reuse method (discussed in previous section).  
 
3.4.8 Slot Selection 
 
Slot selection process can be illustrated by the following flow chart. 

 
 
 
 

Determine the range of 
selection interval 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
     
 

 
 
Figure 3.4.8 (a): Slot Selection Process 

Add free slot to the 
candidate slot list 

At least 
4 slots? 
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 Step 1. Identify Free and Reserved Slot 

Reserved Reserved Free Reserved Free Reserved Reserved 
       

Step 2. Identify Available Slots 

Reserved Reserved Available Reserved Available Reserved Reserved 
       

Step 3. Add more Reserved slots to the available slot 

Reserved Available Available Reserved Available Reserved Available 
       

Step 4. Select a slot randomly from available slots 

Reserved Free Reserved Reserved Free Reserved Free 
       
|<--------------------------------------Select Interval (SI)---------------------------------------->| 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.4.8(b): Slot Selection Process 
 
3.5 The SOTDMA 
 
The SOTDMA is used when stations are operating in continuous or autonomous mode. It 
determines its own transmission schedule [18], [19]. The SOTDMA inherits all the features of 
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and adds a self organizing feature in it. The basic 
concept in this scheme is this that it divides the shared communication channel into different time 
slots and then using their own time slots, each participating station transmit their data in quick 
successions one after other. In this scheme all participating stations are themselves responsible 
for time synchronization and slot allocation. The GNSS provides the time for the transmission 
synchronization which enables all the stations to transmit their periodic data in well defined time 
slots and organized manner. As the network and transmission is maintained by the stations 
themselves there is no need for the centralized or fixed road side infrastructure for the network 
maintenance.     
 
3.5.1 SOTDMA Parameters. 
 
The parameters of the following table are used for SOTDMA scheduling. These parameters are 
taken from [21] but modified according to this project. 
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3.5.2 Slot Assignment 
 
In SOTDMA scheme slot assignment in completed in four phases. Figure below shows these 
phases and these phases are explained in next sections. 
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  N
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TS
 

                                                           
                           NI        NI   NI 
 

Symbol Name Description Minimum 
(For this 
project) 

Maximum 
(For this 
project) 

NSS Nominal start 
slot 

This is the first slot used by a station to announce itself on the 
data link. Other repeatable transmissions are generally 
selected with the NSS as a reference. 

0 199 

NS Nominal slot The nominal slot is used as the centre around which slots are 
selected for transmission of position reports. For the first 
transmission in a frame, the NSS and NS are equal. Any NS is 
derived using the equation below: 
NS = NSS + (n × NI);  (0 ≤ n < RR) 

0 199 

NI Nominal 
increment 

The nominal increment is given in number of slots and is 
derived using the equation below: 
NI = 200 / RR 

20 100 

RR Report rate This is the desired number of position reports per frame. As 
Report rate depends upon the degree of risk involved so 
RR= 3 × CR where   2<= RR >= 10 

2 10 

SI Selection 
interval 

Selection interval. The selection interval is the collection of 
slots which can be candidates for position reports. The SI is 
derived using the equation below: 

5 5 

NTS Nominal 
transmission 
slot 

The slot, within a selection interval, currently used for 
transmissions within that interval. 

0 199 

TMO_MIN Minimum 
time-out 

The minimum number of frames that a SOTDMA allocation 
will occupy a specific slot. 

1 1 

TMO_MAX Maximum 
time-out 

The maximum number of frames that a SOTDMA allocation 
will occupy a specific slot. 

1 1 

 
Figure 3.5.2 Slot Assignment [18] 
 
Slot selection process is discussed in [18] but here we will discuss only that part of this process 
which we modified according to our project need. When ever a station enters the network it 
listens to the network traffic for the 5 seconds and builds its conflict risk management table 
dynamically. After adding and updating the entries in CRMT it selects the Nominal Selection 
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Slot (NSS) randomly. It makes the selection interval window around the NSS and then searches a 
free slot inside this selection interval. When station finds a free slot, it marks this slot as its 
transmission slot and then it becomes Nominal Transmission Slot (NTS). Upon reaching the NTS 
the station selects the new NS and NTS for future transmission. The new NS slot is selected by 
incrementing the current NS by Nominal Interval (NI). The NI is calculated dynamically 
according to the conflict risk. Slot allocation and assignment is discussed in detail in following 
subsections. 
 
3.5.2.1 Initialization Phase 
 
Initialization is done in the following steps. 
 

• Monitoring Data link: when a station powers up for the first time, it starts listening to the 
channel for the one frame time (5 seconds in this project). During this time period it 
observes the other stations which are sharing the channel, receives their transmitted 
packets, observes the slot allocation and then updates its CRMT. The information 
gathered in this table will be further used in the slot reservation on priority basis as well as 
generating a particular driver’s driving pattern.  

• Network Entry: After the first frame period the station enters the network entry phase and 
gets ready for the transmission phase.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Network Entry 
Ph

Initialization 

Monitor Data Link 

One 
Frame 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.5.2.1 Initialization Phase [18] 
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3.5.2.2 Network Entry Phase    
 
During this phase the station chooses first slot for its first time transmission over the 
communication channel. The whole process is described in the following steps. 
 

• Select Nominal Start Slot: NSS is selected randomly between the current slot and NI slots 
ahead in time. This NSS will be used as a reference slot to select NS in the first frame 
phase. The first NSS and NS will be equal. 

• Select Nominal Transmission Slot: The NTS is selected randomly among candidate slots. 
• Wait for NTS and enter First Frame: the selected NTS is ahead of the current slot so the 

station has to wait until the NTS approaches. Upon reaching the NTS the station enters the 
first frame phase.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                        

Select NSS 

Yes 

Success No

Wait for NTS 

Select NTS 

First Frame Phase 

No

Yes 

AT NTS

Network Entry Phase 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.5.2.2 Network Entry Phase [18] 
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3.5.2.3 Enter First Frame Phase 
During this phase the station continuously allocates transmission slots and broadcast its position 
information. This phase is described in following steps. 

• First Frame: after the first frame the station enters in the normal operation and in the mean 
time initial transmission schedule has been allocated. 

• Set Offset to zero: The slot offset is relative distance between the current slot and selected 
Nominal transmission slot. Basically it is used to inform other station about the future 
transmission. It is set to zero when the first frame phase is over.  

• Select NS and NTS: The NS is selected with respect to NS/NSS and number of 
transmission progressed so far in the current frame. The new NS is selected by adding NI 
to the last NS. Each of the selected NTS is given a unique slot timeout between 
TMO_MIN and TMO_MAX. TMO_MIN and TMO_MAX are set to 1 for this project 
because we are selecting slot on the priority basis so we don’t want any station to occupy 
any slot previously.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Set Offset to zero 

First Frame Phase 

Yes

Select NS and NTS 

One Frame

Add Offset to NTS for 
Transmission 

Transmit 

Offset is 
zero?

Wait for NTS 
No 

Yes

No

Continuous Operation 
Phase 

Figure 3.5.2.3 First Frame Phase [18] 
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• Add Offset for Transmission: It indicates the time for the next transmission. It also sets 
the keep flag so that the receiving station can allocate the slot for one additional time. 

• Transmit: The slot timeout is decremented by one and it is transmitted with the packet. 
• Offset is zero: if the slot offset is zero then the first frame is over and it enters into the 

continuous operation phase. 
• Wait for NTS: If the slot offset is non zero then the station waits for the next slot. 

 
3.5.2.4 Calculation of NI 
Nominal Increment provides the number of slots which a station has to jump in a frame, in order 
to reserve the slot for future transmission. In standard SOTDMA scheme, Nominal Increment is 
fixed and is calculated by dividing total number of slots by total report rate per frame by a single 
station. 
 
NI = Round (Total Number of slots / Report Rate)……………………….1 
Report Rate = 3 x Maximum (CR)………………………..………………2 
 
In this project, the slot reservation for future transmission is based on conflict risk. For the 
sending broadcast information, a station will check its CRMT and will pick the highest conflict 
risk value. Then station will multiply it with 3 to get report rate. If the value of NI is less then 20 
then it will ignore this value and will keep the value of NI as 20 and if this value is greater than 
100 then that value will be ignored as well and will be considered as 100. In this project the value 
of NI will always between 20 and 100. In other words the report rate can not exceed more than 10 
reports in a frame and also it can’t be less than 2 reports per frame. After calculating the NI the 
station will form selection interval of 4 slots around that slot and will choose the NTS from that 
SI. 
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Figure 3.5.2.4: Calculation of NI 
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3.5.3 SOTDMA message structure 
 
This whole system depends upon the communication between the transceivers and we will be 
using SOTDMA message structure [17].  
 

      
      
  

MSG ID USER 
ID 

USER DATA( Position, 
Speed, Time, Direction) 

COMM 
STATE 

      

Preamble Start 
Flag Data FCS End 

Flag 
Guard 
Space 

 
Figure 3.5.3: SOTDMA Message format 

 
• Preamble: This part is used to synchronize the transceiver.  
• Start Flag: these bits are used to indicate the start of the packet. It should be 8 bits long 

and consists of standard HDLC flag. It consists of bit pattern 01111110. Although it has 
six consecutive 1’s but it is exempted from bit stuffing.   

• Data: this part of the packet contains the actually data. 
• FCS: it uses CRC to detect errors. It uses 16 bit polynomial to calculate the checksum.  
• End Flag: it indicates the end of the packet. It is identical to start flag. 
• Guard Space: it is the unused portion of the slot to prevent the overlapping of two 

adjacent frames.  
• Comm. State: it carries the future activities for individual stations. It has two parts [19]. 
• Slot Time-out: it tells that how many more minutes the slot will be used.  
• Slot Offset: it is the relative offset to the next slot to be used. It is ignored unless the slot 

time out is zero. 
 
3.6 Conflict Risk Management Table 
 
On receiving a broadcast message every vehicle calculates its conflict risk based on the received 
information and stores the information like vehicle ID, location, velocity, direction, time, conflict 
risk and road name of other vehicle in a temporary database. This stored information will be used 
for retrieving the driving pattern. We use the calculated conflict risk to set the priority of future 
transmission. 
 
S.NO. Vehicle_ID Location Velocity Direction Time Conflict_Risk Road_Name 
        
        
        
 
Figure 3.5.6: Conflict Risk Management Table 
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4 Measurement of Conflict Risk  
 
In this system each vehicle is assumed to have a transceiver, a Global Navigation Satellite System 
(GNSS) receiver which uses Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS), communication 
processor, Digital Maps, a database and each vehicle also uses onboard sensors to estimate the 
precise value of coefficient of friction (µ). The DGPS provides accuracy of distance calculation 
up to 1 to 2 meters [22]. 
 
To calculate the conflict risk, we first determine different parameters such as location, direction 
and velocity of the vehicles, distance between two interacting vehicles, vehicles conflict time, and 
road structure information. Some of these parameters we will be able to access from the GPS and 
road side sensors while others we will calculate from these known parameters.  
 
4.1 Location of the vehicles 
 
We assume the vehicles are in xy-plane and each vehicle on the highway obtains its location from 
the DGPS receiver in the form of x- and y-coordinates. This information will then be transmitted 
through the broadcast messages to other vehicles in the communication environment, thus 
vehicles come to know about locations of other vehicles in their vicinity on the highway. The 
locations of two interacting vehicles are used as a primary parameter to calculate the distance 
between them.   
 
4.2 Direction of the vehicles 
 
Each vehicle will come to know its direction of motion from DGPS receiver and subsequently 
this directional information will be transmitted as a necessary parameter of the broadcast message 
for intercommunication with other vehicles. In this way all vehicles will know direction of 
themselves and of other vehicles in their vicinity. The direction of moving vehicle itself can also 
be found by taking two immediate location values. Consecutive values can show in which 
direction a vehicle is heading. The direction of the other vehicles can be obtained from the 
broadcast packet. 
 
4.3 Speed of the vehicles 
 
Each vehicle obtains its speed from its own speedometer which provides the speed in [km/hr] 
then speed of the vehicle is transmitted to other vehicles through broadcast messages; in this way 
all vehicles come to know the speed of other vehicles in their communication range. The speed of 
the vehicle is converted into meters per second for further use in calculating the conflict time 
more accurately  which is inversely proportional to the speed of the vehicle when keeping the 
distance between them as constant i.e. the smaller the speed of the vehicle the greater is the 
conflict time of the vehicle and vice versa.  
 
4.4 Distance calculation 
 
Using locations of two interacting vehicles, we can find the distance, conflict distance and 
closeness between them. Then we will use this distance to find the conflict time that is an 
important measure to estimate the degree of the conflict risk.   

 26 
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4.4.1 Distance between two interacting vehicles moving on the straight road 
 
After finding out the exact locations of two interacting vehicles, the distance between these two 
vehicles can be calculated easily: these vehicles may be moving in the same or in opposite 
directions. We can calculate the distance between two moving interacting vehicles with the 
formula 4.1. The unit of the distance calculated by the distance formula is meter then we use this 
distance to calculate the conflict time of two interacting vehicles that is the major factor used to 
measure the risk of the conflict. The conflict time of the two interacting vehicles is directly 
proportional to the distance between them by keeping their speeds constant, the greater the 
distance the larger the conflict time and vice versa.  
 
S = sqrt ((X2-X1)2 + (Y2-Y1)2) ………………………………………4.1 
 
Where  
 
S = Distance between two vehicles. 
X1 = X- coordinate of first Vehicle. 
Y1 = Y- coordinate of first Vehicle. 
X2 = X- coordinate of Second Vehicle. 
Y2 = Y- coordinate of Second Vehicle 
 
4.4.2 The distance between two vehicles moving on the curved path 
 
The distance between two interacting vehicles which are moving on a curved path can be 
calculated by using their locations. The formula 4.2 is used to estimate the distance between the 
two interacting vehicles moving on a curved path.  
 

S= a∫b sqrt (1+(dy/dx)2) dx…………………………………………..4.2 
 
Where  
 
S= Distance between the two interacting vehicles. 
a = Value of x-coordinate of first vehicle. 
b = Value of x-coordinate of second vehicle. 
dx = Change in x-coordinate of both vehicles. 
dy = Change in y-coordinate of both vehicles. 
 
4.4.3 The distance between the vehicles moving on different roads 
 
If vehicles are moving on different roads that join at one point but the vehicles are approaching 
towards each other then each vehicle will obtain the distance between itself and the intersection 
or crossing point where two roads join from the DGPS receiver and each vehicle will send this 
distance in the broadcast message to other vehicles in its communication range. In such situations 
we will calculate the conflict time with respect to the intersection or crossing point of the both 
vehicles. In case when both the vehicles have the conflict at the crossing point and one road is a 
highway and other is a secondary road (a small road) then we alert the driver of the secondary 
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road to stop his vehicle until the other vehicle will pass the crossing point. However if vehicles 
are moving on different roads that join at one point but the vehicles are at the same time moving 
away from each other or vehicles will pass the crossing point in different times then there will be 
no risk of conflict and so consequently there is no need of calculating  the conflict time between 
such interacting vehicles. 
 
4.4.4 The distance between vehicles involving multi-way intersections 
 
Each vehicle will obtain the distance between itself and the intersection from the DGPS receiver 
and then each vehicle will communicate with other vehicles using this distance to the multi-way 
intersection. Each vehicle will also check if there is any conflict risk with respect to any other 
interacting vehicle in which case it will then alert the driver of the respective vehicle about the 
degree of the conflict risk.  
 
4.4.5 Conflict distance 
 
The Conflict Distance (CD) is the distance or proximity between the two interacting vehicles: 
 
a)  When one vehicle is at the location of the possible conflict (collision) position  
b)  When vehicles are moving in different directions on different roads that cross each other. 
c)  The vehicles are approaching towards each other as shown in Figure 4.1. 
 
To calculate the conflict distance the algorithm 4.1 is used and if both vehicles have a conflict 
distance zero or if both vehicles have a conflict then it alerts the driver of the vehicle that is 
moving on the sub highway or secondary road to stop until the vehicle on the highway pass the 
crossing point.  
 
Algorithm 4.1: 
 
ConflictDistance (V1, V2, CD1, CD2, R1, R2 ) 
 
T1 = CD1 divided by V1 
 
T2 = CD2 divided by V2 
 
If  T1 > T2  then 
        ConflictDistance = CD1 minus V1 multiplied by T2 
     
Else if  T2 > T1 then 
        ConflictDistance = CD2 minus V2 multiplied by T1  
 
Else if T1 is equal to T2  then 
  
         If  R1 is equal to secondary  then 
                 print vehicle1 should stop till passing the vehicle2 
         Else if  R2 is equal to secondary  then 
                 print vehicle2 should stop till passing the vehicle1 
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         End if 
End if 
 

                

Conflict Distance(CD) 

Point where collision 
can occur 

 
Figure 4.1: Conflict Distance (CD) between two interacting vehicles on two different roads. 
 
4.4.6 Proximity between the vehicles 
 
The lengthwise distance or separation distance between the two interacting vehicles when they 
are going to pass each other is called proximity. Such vehicles may be moving in the same 
direction or in the opposite direction as shown in figure 4.2. On the basis of the value of closeness 
the warning messages are issued to alert the drivers to avoid the conflict risk. To estimate the 
separation distance or closeness between the two interacting vehicles moving in same or opposite 
directions, we get a location (X2,Y1), for this purpose we draw a normal at point (X2,Y2) in the 
direction of motion of the vehicle2 and then at this normal we take a point (X2,Y1) that is parallel 
to point (X1,Y1), then we calculate the distance between these two points (X1,Y1) and (X2,Y1) 
using the formula 4.2.        Closeness 
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Figure 4.2: Closeness or separation distance between the vehicles moving on same road 
 
4.5 Conflict time calculation 
 
The conflict time is the time after which the conflict risk takes place or alternatively it is the time 
after which both vehicles will collide if they continue their motion in the same direction and with 
same speed. It depends upon the distance, direction and speed of the moving interacting vehicles. 
In our project, we will calculate the conflict time of only those interacting vehicles which are in 
the range of 500 meters and driving towards each other. It is the major factor for measuring the 
conflict risk. The conflict risk is inversely proportional to square of conflict time; greater the 
conflict time the smaller is the conflict risk and vice versa. 
 
4.5.1 Conflict time of two interacting vehicles moving in the same direction 
 
In order to calculate the conflict time between two interacting moving vehicles in the same 
direction on the same lane of a straight road, we developed a function which takes the distance 
between two interacting vehicles and their velocities to calculate the conflict time if conflict risk 
exists between them otherwise it will generate a message that there is no chance of conflict risk. 
The risk of conflict only exists between two interacting vehicles in the case when the front 
vehicle is going slower than the vehicle that is behind it. In other cases when both vehicles are 
going with same speed or front vehicle is going with faster speed than that of the vehicle behind 
it. The algorithm4.2 to calculate the conflict time in such cases is given as follows. 
 
Algorithm 4.2: 
 
Conflict_Time (D12, V1, V2) 
 
If speed of both the vehicle=0 then 
                     Print both vehicles are not moving 
                     ConflictTime =-5555  
Else If  V1 is greater than V2 then 
                     Print Vehicle1 is going faster so there is no chance of conflict 
                     ConflictTime =-5555  
Else If  V1 is equal to V2 then 
                     Print both vehicles are going with same speed so there is no chance of conflict  
                     ConflictTime=-5555  
Else If  V2 is greater than V1 then 
                     Calculate that how fast the vehicle2 is moving than vehicle1. 
                     ConflictTime= D12 divided by difference of the V1 and V2 
End If 
 
4.5.2 Conflict time of two interacting vehicles moving in opposite direction 
 
To calculate the conflict time between two interacting vehicles moving in the opposite direction 
but approaching towards each other on a straight road, we used the formula 4.3. 
 
CT= D12 / (V1+V2)…………………………………………….…………4.3 
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Where 
 
CT = Conflict time of two interacting vehicles moving in opposite directions. 
D12  =  Distance between vehicle1 and vehicle2. 
V1     = Velocity of vehicle1 in m/s. 
V2     = Velocity of vehicle2 in m/s. 
 
4.6 Road conditions 
 
The conflict risk of vehicles also depends on structure of the road. Low-slip region (linear part) of 
the roads has a low degree of conflict risk while high-slip region (nonlinear part) of the roads has 
a high degree of conflict risk depending on the value of coefficient of friction. The most 
important factor of road conditions that affects the vehicles motion is the force of friction of the 
road surface which always tends to slow the motion of the vehicles. Thus it is important to know 
the coefficient of friction (µ) so that conflict risk can be measured by taking care of road friction.   
In the final implementation, for low-slip regions and high-slip regions of the roads, instead of 
assigning some predefined static values to coefficient of friction (µ) we propose to use a vehicle-
based system that uses a differential GPS and other on-board vehicle sensors [23] to estimate the 
value of coefficient of friction (µ) more accurately under all the operational conditions. This 
approach identifies the value of coefficient of friction for both front/rear-wheel drive and all-
wheel drive vehicle acceleration and braking situations during the vehicle’s transition from one 
type of road surface to another more effectively and accurately. In simulation we use some 
predefined values of the frictional coefficient (µ) for different road conditions [24]. These values 
are given in table 4.1.The Conflict Risk (CR) is inversely proportional to the coefficient of 
friction; the greater the value of coefficient of friction the smaller is the CR and vice versa. 
 
Frictional 
Coefficient 

Asphalt 
(dry) 

Asphalt 
(wet) 

Snow 
 

Asphalt 
5 degree 
down 

snow 
5 degree 
down 

µ 0.8 0.5 0.20 0.5 0.2 
 
Table 4.1: values of miu (µ) for different road conditions 
 
4.7 Conflict risk calculation 
 
Finally by using the conflict time (CT), coefficient of friction (µ) and constant of proportionality 
for directions we can calculate the degree of risk for conflict of the two interacting vehicles by 
using the formula. 
 
CR= K/ (CT * CT * µ) 
 
Where K is the constant of proportionality of directions, it has different values and its value 
depends upon the directions in which the interacting vehicles are moving.  
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5 Conflict driven Resources Utilization 
 
In this section we will discuss the utilization of various important resources that are used for 
measuring the degree of the conflict risk. The precision and accuracy of the conflict risk 
depends upon the accuracy with which the different parameters used in the estimation of 
conflict risk are measured. 
 
5.1 Scheduling technique 
 
The vehicles that have close deadlines are in close proximity to the occurrence of conflict. 
Dealing with such vehicles would enable us to avoid a considerable number of serious traffic 
accidents. The vehicles which are closer to each other have a greater chance of conflict risk as 
compared to those which are very far away from each other. Therefore in the communication 
environment of vehicles, we propose the use of  Early Deadline First Scheduling (EDF) 
scheme to handle the communication needed to calculate the conflict risk in a more precise 
and accurate way. After entering the communication range each vehicle communicates with 
all other vehicles within the range of 500 meters, while communicating with other vehicles 
each vehicle gives the priority to the vehicles with shorter deadlines first to avoid from any 
serious conflict to occur. 
 
5.2 Utilization of communication channel 
 
In a VANET every vehicle is capable of sending and receiving the data packet into/from the 
shared wireless medium, but if the vehicle density on the road increases or frequency of 
information exchange among the vehicles increases then the probability of successful 
reception of packets will decrease. The frequency spectrum is divided into seven different 
channels, one control channel and 6 service channels. The control channel is responsible for 
the exchange of safety messages among the vehicles. For the better utilization of the control 
channel we assume that there are two types of safety messages which vehicles can pass to 
each other depending on how they are generated: Event driven and periodic. The first 
messages are the result of detection of an event e.g. an accident or abnormal driving behavior 
of a driver (high speed, sudden braking or abruptly changing lane) where as the Periodic 
messages are used for the exchange of floating car data such as speed and location etc. These 
are used to avoid potentially unsafe and emergency situations before their occurrence. It is 
reasonable to assume the periodic messages as broadcast messages because these messages 
are beneficial for all the vehicles in the vicinity of the vehicle generating these messages. The 
inter-vehicles network will be carrying these periodic messages most of the time but the 
amount of the network load resulting from these messages should be limited. i.e. the medium 
should not permanently work up to nearly its maximum load limit because in that case the 
network will not be able to carry the suddenly generated event-driven messages, so it is 
desirable to leave some bandwidth available to handle emergency situations in a reliable way. 
Emergency or Event-driven messages have high priority so these messages should be able to 
access a channel with short delay and low probability of collision. Scenarios like highways 
entering big cities or traffic jams due to the temporal work area have different traffic 
situations so in order to avoid compromising the reliability of the communication channel, the 
parameters such as rate of packet generation or transmission range (broadcast domain) can not 
be kept fixed.  
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5.3 Channel characteristics 
 
The unreliability of wireless channel due to certain factors like fading and hidden node 
problems will affect the accuracy of the information acquired from the other vehicles because 
the probability of a packet successfully received does not only depend on the collision but the 
Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) plays an important role as well.   
 
5.4 Estimation of proportionality constant K 
 
The estimation of the value of the proportionality constant K plays a very important role in 
order to calculate the conflict risk and it is function of direction, mass and size of the vehicle. 
However in our project we use it for directions but in the future we will use it as a function of 
directions, mass and size of the vehicles so here its value can be either zero (0) or one (1). 
Zero(0) value indicates that there is no conflict risk whereas one(1) value indicates that there 
is some conflict risk that we have to calculate. We assign a value one to the constant k in 
following cases while in all other cases the value it is zero. When the interacting vehicles are 
moving: 
 

• In the same direction on the same road. 
• In the same direction on different roads that are going to join/meet within the 

broadcast range. 
• In the opposite direction on the same road. 
• In the opposite direction on the different roads that are going to join/meet within the 

broadcast range. 
• In the different directions on different roads that join a crossing point or an 

intersection. 
 
 5.5 The use of velocities 
 
In order to communicate, the vehicles use their velocities in kilometers per hour (km/hr); to 
calculate the conflict risk precisely we converted the velocities of interacting vehicles into 
meters per second (m/sec). For this purpose we divide the velocities by 3.6 before their use in 
measuring the conflict time and conflict risk.  
 
5.6 The measurement of conflict time 
 
The conflict time of the interacting vehicles is the main and most important parameter used to 
measure the conflict risk between them. It is therefore much more important to measure the 
conflict time as accurately as possible in order to estimate the conflict risk precisely. We 
measured the conflict time not on the basis of one second but on the basis of 0.10 seconds. By 
using this method we measured the conflict time more accurately than that of measured for 
one second. Further we measure the conflict time and conflict risk only of those vehicles that 
are in the communication range. 
 
5.7 Future intension 
 
Another substantial parameter that predicts the direction of vehicle for the future is future 
intension; its value can be any of possible directions. The direction parameter of the vehicle 
gives the current direction of the vehicle within the communication range or up to the next 
cross section or crossing point which one is shorter. However future intension parameter of 
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the vehicle gives the direction the vehicle when it will be outside the communication range or 
while crossing the cross sections or crossing points. This parameter plays a fundamental role 
in measuring the conflict time over the cross sections accurately. 
 
5.8 Speed limits 
 
In order to reduce conflict risks speed limits for different specific areas of the highways 
should be set as basic limits, so that when one’s vehicle speed approaches that limit then our 
system can alert the driver of the vehicle to control his vehicle speed. This process also acts as 
basic safety measure for high speed vehicles on the highways. 
 
5.8.1 Speed limit over cross sections 
 
We assume the maximum speed limit of the vehicles over cross section as 20 km/hr so our 
system will alert the drivers if they have speed more than 20 km/hr while entering the cross 
sections. This will also help the drivers to handle cross sections which are dangerous places 
more leisurely. 
 
5.8.2 Speed limit over highways 
 
For smooth flow of traffic and also saving vehicles from the dangerous effects of exceeding 
speed limits on highways we set the maximum speed limit over highways at 120km/hr. The 
maximum speed limit can also be obtained through the radio information of a particular area 
which can then be used as a basic limit for that area. Using this maximum speed limit our 
system will be able to alert the derivers to reduce the speed when ever they are going to be 
over speeding. 
 
5.9 Reaction time and reaction distance 
 
The driver’s reaction time increases the risk and it is defined as the time that it takes for a 
driver perceiving a danger until reacting to it. The value of reaction time for average drivers is 
1.5 [25]. However some anxious drivers take as long as 3.00 seconds to react. We use this 
average value of the reaction time to calculate the stopping time. The reaction distance of a 
vehicle is computed by using the formula 5.1.  
 
 RD = RT * V……………………. 5.1 
 
Where  
 
RD = Reaction Distance in meters. 
RT = Reaction Time seconds. 
V   = Velocity of the Vehicle in meters per second 
 
5.10 Braking time and distance 
 
The braking time of a moving vehicle can be computed by formula 5.2. The braking distance 
depends upon the slope of the roads and the frictional resistance between the road and the 
vehicle’s tyres. If slope and frictional resistance are same then the initial velocity of the 
vehicles is the only major factor that controls the braking distance. The braking distance is directly 
proportional to the square of the initial velocity of the vehicle when the brakes are applied. Figure 5.1 
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below shows the graph of braking distance versus initial speed of the vehicle an dry Asphalt 
using µ=0.8. The braking distance can be worked out using the formula 5.3: 
 
BT= V/a……………….………….5.2 
 
BD= Vi

2  / 2*a ……………………5.3                           [25]                  
 
Where   
  
BT = Braking Time in seconds 
V   =  Velocity(m/sec)  when brakes are applied  
BD = Braking Distance in meters 
Vi    =  Initial speed  of the vehicle in meters per second 
 a   =  decelerations or retardation of the vehicle in meter per second per second 
 

 

 
 
   Figure 5.1: Braking Distance Versus Initial Velocity of the Vehicle at retardation a=6.25m/sec2                        
 
5.11 Stopping distance 
 
The evaluation of stopping distance is very important in order to calculate the exact figure of 
conflict risk. The stopping distance is the sum of the reaction distance and braking distance. 
We computed the distance between the two interacting vehicles using their locations then we 
subtract the corresponding stopping distances of the two vehicles from the distance between 
two interacting vehicles then calculate the conflict time from this precise distance to calculate 
the conflict risk. The Stopping Distance(SD) can be evaluated using the following formula: 
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SD = BD + RD. 
 
Where  
 
SD = Stopping Distance. 
BD = Braking Distance. 
RD = Reaction Distance. 
 
5.12 Stopping time 
 
We calculated the braking time (the time vehicles take to stop after applying the brakes) by 
dividing the speed (m/s) by retardation (m/s2) of vehicle. The stopping time will be the sum of 
reaction time (its average value is 1.5 seconds) and the braking time. Then we subtract this 
stopping time from the conflict time for the calculation of the conflict risk more accurately. 
When conflict time of the vehicle is less than that of the stopping time then we alert the driver 
by making an alarm.  
 
5.13 Threshold value of conflict risk 
 
Owing to a large variation in the results as a function of the variation in values of different 
parameters according to speed and conflict time of vehicles and frictional resistance it seems 
difficult to set any threshold value of the conflict risk. However adopting the threshold value 
of the risk for conflict is very important to resolve the conflict risk, so we set the threshold 
value of the conflict risk not on the basis of the value of conflict risk but on the basis of value 
of conflict time. For this purpose we set the value of the conflict risk computed by using the 
conflict time when its value is equal to stopping time as the threshold value of the conflict risk 
between two interacting vehicles on any particular area of the highways. This threshold value 
of the conflict risk will be used to alert the drivers to save the vehicles from the risk of a 
conflict as a last warning and alarm. 
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6 Conclusions and Future Work 
 
The main objective of this project has been to measure the conflict risk among the 
various vehicles moving on a highway. This project was divided into two phases. In the 
first phase the actual measurement of the conflict risk among the vehicles was calculated 
and in the next phase various techniques and methods for ad hoc networking were 
investigated.  
 
To avoid the conflicts among the vehicles moving on the highway, it is important to 
estimate the degree of risk for the conflict among the vehicles because then it will be 
easier for drivers to avoid a potential conflict when they have a prior knowledge about 
the degree of risk of such a conflict. In this project we calculated this degree of conflict 
risk by calculating a vehicle’s conflict time (the time after which the collision may take 
place), its location, direction and speed. The degree of the conflict risk is inversely 
proportional to the square of the conflict time between the two interacting vehicles and 
also inversely proportional to frictional resistance of the road.  
 
For calculating the risk of the conflict, the vehicles periodically sent their location, speed 
and direction information in the broadcast message to the nearby vehicles in their 
broadcast domain. This inter-vehicle messaging and ad hoc networking was formed using 
the SOTDMA scheme. The basic concept in this scheme is that it divides the shared 
communication channel into different time slots and then using the current time slots, 
each participating station reserves slots for its future communication depending on 
priority set using conflict risk in quick successions one after the other. In this scheme, all 
the participating stations are themselves responsible for time synchronization and slot 
allocation. The GNSS provides the time for the transmission synchronization which 
enables all the stations to transmit their periodic data in well-defined time slots and in an 
organized manner. As the network and transmission is maintained by the stations 
themselves there is no need for the centralized or fixed road side infrastructure for the 
network maintenance.  
 
The work of this project can be extended to further investigate probability of the conflict 
risk uncertainty. It can be extended to find a driver’s driving pattern so that the other 
drivers could know that a particular driver has habit of braking suddenly or that a driver 
often changes  lane without giving any indication. In order to calculate the precise value 
of the conflict risk the size and mass of the vehicles should be used as basic parameters. 
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Appendix – Evaluation of results 
 
In this section we will test and discuss the results of our project work with help of an example. To 
analyze the whole project we will consider a highway scenario.  
 
Following are the assumptions taken for this example. 

• Length of the highway portion taken (this example 500 meters). 
• It is a single lane portion. 
• Vehicles are moving in both directions at a time. 
• There are ten vehicles on the highway at the moment. 
• Vehicles No. 1 to 5 are moving from North to South direction and vehicle No. 6 to 10 are 

moving from South to North direction. 
• Velocities of these vehicles are given in the following table 

 
Vehicle No. moving 

from S to N Speed (km/h) Vehicle No. moving 
from N to S Speed(km/h) 

1 120 6 80 
2 100 7 70 
3 90 8 60 
4 80 9 120 
5 75 10 100 

    
   Table 7.1 
 

• Suppose that all the vehicles have communicated with each other and according to that 
communication they found that they have the following distance between them 

 
V.No.   

    

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 0 95 220 250 405 535 * 495 370 195 75 

2 95 0 125 155 310 440 400 275 100 20 
3 220 125 0 30 185 315 275 150 25 145 
4 250 155 30 0 155 285 245 120 55 175 
5 405 310 185 155 0 130 90 35 215 335 
6 535 440 315 285 130 0 40 165 340 460 
7 495 400 275 245 90 40 0 125 300 420 
8 370 275 150 120 35 165 125 0 175 95 
9 195 100 25 55 215 340 300 175 0 120 
10 75 20 145 175 335 460 420 95 120 0 

 
  Table 7.2 Distance between the vehicles in meters 
 
 
* this entry is only for simplicity otherwise there will be no such entry because vehicle 1 and 6 
are out of range of each other. 
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The initial position of the vehicles with respect to each other can be seen in the following figure 
7.3 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7.3 Initial positions of the vehicles on the highway 
 
According to assumed vehicles’ velocities and distance between them, we calculated the conflict 
risk between them. The detail about the calculation of conflict risk can be seen in chapter 5. Here 
we will only discuss the slot reservation process according to that calculated risk. 
We suppose that before the current slot all the vehicles have transmitted this supposed speed and 
their positions (the supposed distance is calculated by their positions) and all the vehicles have 
calculated their risk with respect to other vehicles except for those which are out of broadcast 
range. So here are the conflict risk management tables for each vehicle. Detail of CRM table can 
be seen in chapter 4 here for simplicity we will only take the vehicle_ID, velocity and conflict 
risk columns of the CRM table. 
 
  

 

 

SNO Veh_ID Speed(km/h) Conflict_Risk 
1 1 120 0.01186 
2 3 90 0.00082 
3 4 80 0.00256 
4 5 75 0.00083 
5 6 80 0.1533 
6 7 70 0.1914 
7 8 60 19.1399 
8 9 120 * 
9 10 100 *** 

SNO Veh_ID Speed(km/h) Conflict_Risk 
1 2 100 0.01186 
2 3 90 0.00326 
3 4 80 0.00509 
4 5 75 0.00191 
5 6 80 ** 
6 7 70 0.1898 
7 8 60 3.8927 
8 9 120 * 
9 10 100 * 

Figure 7.4 (a) CRM Table for Vehicle 1  Figure 7.4 (a) CRM Table for Vehicle 2      
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SNO Veh_ID Speed(km/h) Conflict_Risk 
1 1 120 0.00509 
2 2 100 0.00256 
3 3 90 0.0445 
4 5 75 0.00011 
5 6 80 0.67887 
6 7 70 1.7529 
7 8 60 * 
8 9 120 *** 
9 10 100 *** 

SNO Veh_ID Speed(km/h) Conflict_Risk 
1 1 120 0.00326 
2 2 100 0.00082 
3 4 80 0.0445 
4 5 75 0.00083 
5 6 80 0.86806 
6 7 70 2.551 
7 8 60 1.0331 
8 9 120 *** 
9 10 100 *** 

Figure 7.4 (c) CRM Table for Vehicle 3  Figure 7.4 (d) CRM Table for Vehicle 4      
 
  

 

SNO Veh_ID Speed(km/h) Conflict_Risk 
1 1 120 ** 
2 2 100 0.1533 
3 3 90 0.86806 
4 4 80 0.67887 
5 5 75 * 
6 7 70 0.01432 
7 8 60 0.00205 
8 9 120 **** 
9 10 100 **** 

SNO Veh_ID Speed(km/h) Conflict_Risk 
1 1 120 0.00191 
2 2 100 0.00083 
3 3 90 0.00083 
4 4 80 0.00011 
5 6 80 * 
6 7 70 * 
7 8 60 *** 
8 9 120 *** 
9 10 100 *** 

Figure 7.4 (e) CRM Table for Vehicle 5  Figure 7.4 (f) CRM Table for Vehicle 6      
 
 

 

SNO Veh_ID Speed(km/h) Conflict_Risk 
1 1 120 0.18975 
2 2 100 0.1914 
3 3 90 2.551 
4 4 80 1.7529 
5 5 75 * 
6 6 80 0.01432 
7 8 60 0.00076 
8 9 120 **** 
9 10 100 **** 

SNO Veh_ID Speed(km/h) Conflict_Risk 
1 1 120 3.8927 
2 2 100 19.1399 
3 3 90 1.0331 
4 4 80 * 
5 5 75 *** 
6 6 80 0.00205 
7 7 70 0.00076 
8 9 120 **** 
9 10 100 **** 

Figure 7.4 (g) CRM Table for Vehicle 7  Figure 7.4 (h) CRM Table for Vehicle 8      
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SNO Veh_ID Speed(km/h) Conflict_Risk 
1 1 120 * 
2 2 100 * 
3 3 90 *** 
4 4 80 *** 
5 5 75 *** 
6 6 80 **** 
7 7 70 **** 
8 8 60 **** 
9 10 100 0.00573 

SNO Veh_ID Speed(km/h) Conflict_Risk 
1 1 120 * 
2 2 100 *** 
3 3 90 *** 
4 4 80 *** 
5 5 75 *** 
6 6 80 **** 
7 7 70 **** 
8 8 60 **** 
9 9 120 0.00573 

Figure 7.4 (i) CRM Table for Vehicle 9  Figure 7.4 (j) CRM Table for Vehicle 10      
 

* Conflict Time is less than stopping time.  
 
**    Stations are out of transmission range. There would not be such entry in the  

 CRMT. Here it is only mentioned for the simplicity of readers. 
 
*** It means that both the vehicles have already crossed each other and there is no 
 conflict risk between these two vehicles. This entry is also added for the simplicity 
 of the reader.  
 
**** It means that this vehicle is coming from behind with slower speed or equal speed 

with respect to the vehicle it self in the same direction so there is no conflict risk. 
 

Each of the vehicles will look in to its CRMT and will choose the maximum conflict risk value 
(bold in each table) and will schedule its next slot reservation (Nominal Increment) according to 
that value. So for this example each station will have following NI values mentioned in table 
below. 
 
 

SNO Veh_ID Maximum 
(CR) 

Report Rate = 3 x Max 
(CR) NI = 200 / RR NI after scaling 

1 1 3.8927 11.6781 17 20 
2 2 19.1399 57.4197 3 20 
3 3 2.551 7.653 26 26 
4 4 1.7529 5.2587 38 38 
5 5 0.00191 0.00574 34862 100 
6 6 0.86806 2.6042 77 77 
7 7 2.551 7.653 26 26 
8 8 19.1399 57.4197 3 20 
9 9 0.00573 0.017197 11630 100 

10 10 0.00573 0.017197 11630 100 
 
Table 7.5 Different stages of calculating NI value. 
 
Now suppose all this information was transmitted and received by the vehicles in previous slots 
and now vehicles will reserve future communication slots according to the current information. 
The figure 7.6 
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 Veh_ID 3 .. 2 1 .. 10 .. 8 .. 7 4 .. 9 .. 5 6 .. .. .. 

Slot_No 2 .. 5 6 .. 12 .. 14 .. 16 17 .. 21 .. 23 24 .. .. ..  
 
Figure 7.6 show slots which were previously reserved. 
 
shows, the slots which were reserved previously. As this slot assignment and transmission is a 
continuous process so we suppose that previous NI of the vehicle 2 was also 20 and at the 
moment we are at slot no 25 which is reserved by vehicle 2, now at this slot vehicle 2 will send 
its schedule transmission. It will also reserve its future slot according to entries calculated in table 
7.5 which will be slot no. 45. Now when other vehicles will receive this information then they 
will update vehicle 2 entry value in their respective CRMT. The other vehicles will also transmit 
and reserve their future slots according to the table 7.5 
 

Veh_ID .. 2 1 .. 3 .. 7 .. 8 .. 2 .. 4 .. 6 .. 10 .. 9 .. 5 .. 
Slot_No .. 25 26 .. 28 .. 42 .. 34 .. 45 .. 55 .. 101 .. 112 .. 121 .. 123 .. 

 
Figure 7.7 shows the slots which will be reserved when the stations will transmit on the 
transmission slots mentioned in figure 7.6.  
 
As it is a continuous process so station will keep on following this strategy to reserve slots for 
their future communication. 
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Abbreviations 
 
GNNS  Global Navigation Satellite System 
GPS   Global Positioning System 
DGPS   Differential GPS 
CRF   Centro Ricerche Fiat 
SRD   Short Range Device 
WLAN   Wireless LAN 
CDMA   Code Division Multiple Access 
IMTS   Intelligent Multimode Transit System 
LAN   Local Area Network 
VANET   Vehicle Ad hoc Network 
SOTDMA   Self Organizing Time Division Multiple Access 
MAC    Media Access Control 
UTC   Universal Time Coordinate 
CRC   Cyclic Redundancy Code 
CRMT   Conflict Risk Management Table 
V1   Velocity of vehicle1 
V2   Velocity of vehicle2 
CD   Conflict Distance 
CD1   Distance of vehicle1 from cross section 
CD2   Distance of vehicle2 from cross section 
D12   Distance between vehicle1 and vehicle2  
R1   Road Name of Vehicle1 
R2   Road Name of Vehicle2 
T1   Time taken by vehicle1 to reach the cross section 
T2  Time taken by vehicle2 to reach the cross section 
CT   Conflict Time 
CR   Conflict Time 
BD   Braking Distance 
SD   Stopping Distance 
RT   Reaction Time 
RD   Reaction Distance 
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